
HOW TO WRITE A FUNCTIONAL RESUME EXAMPLES

Review an example of a functional resume, which emphasizes skills and experience, when to use a functional resume,
what to include, and tips for writing.

It should show exactly what you can do for your new employer. One challenge of using a functional resume is
the time recruiters or hiring managers spend looking at each individual resume. Tip Use past-tense
action-oriented verbs to describe the achievements you have gained and the projects you have worked on.
Using a Resume Builder The templates and samples above will help you to build your functional resume.
Have I changed a procedure and made it more efficient? Recruiters and interviewers prefer this format, so if
you do not have a reason for using a functional resume, opt for a chronological one. Functional resume
template and examples While many resumes are written in reverse-chronological order from most recent to
older , this is only one way to present your skills and experiences. Third, the resume still includes work
history. If you have gaps in your employment, or frequently changed jobs, you can leave out your employment
dates. Here is functional resume example: Functional Resume Template. It's hard to tell if employers enjoy
reading your resume. If you are in a creative position such as graphic design , consider using a nontraditional
resume. It also includes this information near the bottom of the resume, to avoid highlighting it. When you list
your accomplishments in this way, the recruiter can picture you doing the same for their company. For many
people, their work history helps make their case for employment. Writing a cover letter can be a helpful
supplement to a functional resume, giving employers a chance to understand your qualifications and the skills
that make you a strong choice for the position. So rather than repeat them in each job, you just write your
functional responsibilities in a summary at the top then include a list of achievements throughout your career.
List the professional experience you do have. If helpful, you can use the job description to draw keywords to
help inform your skills groupings. Adapt the text by using relevant keywords that describe your outstanding
achievements and abilities, and that reflect the skills and competencies you have acquired in your previous
jobs or training. Functional resumes have their place in the job search, but there's more to the job search
process than a different style of resume. Any time you can apply metrics to these examples, it will give
employers more confidence in the value you will bring to the role. It's important to keep work history. You
need to include an example of being a leader to make your functional resume stand out. You can include your
GPA within five years of graduating and if it is 3. James Kennedy. Look for resume templates that are sleek
and don't distract the reader. Functional resumes might get lost in the crowd for job openings with hundreds of
applicants. If you have some gaps in your employment history or you jumped around jobs then this type of
resume may be more effective. Write a complementary cover letter with similar keywords. Write a strong
cover letter. If you're looking to switch jobs in the same industry, a functional resume probably isn't the best
option. Did I detect a problem and prevent it from escalating? When it comes to seeking out the best resume
template for your application, keep it simple. In the space between the functional resume and the
reverse-chronological resume is the hybrid resume , also known as the combination resume. Including work
experience is an important part of a resume, and if your focus on skills doesn't adequately explain how those
skills can help the organization, it's unlikely that you will land an interview. However, there are times when a
functional resume format is more appropriate. Include a list of company names and job titles in chronological
order. This is a great way to shape the way the employer sees you and your resume at first glance. That being
said, it is still a good idea to include a brief work history section in a functional resume. This format may be
the standard, but it isn't ideal for everyone. Professional Profile or Summary Statement In your summary
statement, you should make your most relevant skills and experiences stand out immediately to hiring
managers. Categorize your abilities and organize skills by order of relevance. This sample starts with summary
of qualifications to put emphasis on skills in customer service, word processing, computers, accounting, data
archiving, office, telephone reception and problem solving. In charge of work environment events with
outstanding results.


